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Abstract 
The authors have been developing a calculation question training system that aims to improve university and college students’ 
calculation abilities. The difficulty of calculation questions seems to depend mainly on the complexity of the calculation formula 
and its solution. However, we have confirmed that the representations of calculation questions can affect the rate of correctness 
of answers, even when the solutions use the same calculation formula. Against this background, our question training system 
extracts questions adapted to the students’ ability from a question database and offers them to the student. The question database 
stores many questions with different representations, even though they are solved using the same or similar formulas. In this 
paper, we discuss some experiments executed at our university, the relationship between the representation of calculation 
questions and their difficulty, and the strategy for offering questions for the calculation question training system. 
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1. Introduction 
The number of university and college students with a very low math ability is increasing. Many of them cannot 
solve the level of math questions learned in elementary and junior high schools. For this reason, a number of 
universities or colleges are implementing developmental math education. However, a most of the students who are 
not good at math have low motivation for learning mathematical skills. In addition, they must solve many questions 
in a variety of study units to improve their math ability. For this reason, it is quite difficult for them to obtain 
excellent results in a short period. However, according to our previous questionnaire survey, students’ motivation to 
find jobs is comparatively high. Therefore, the authors aim to develop a question training system that helps students 
study math while maintaining their motivation by using the calculation questions in an employment test named SPI 
that is widely used in Japan [1]. 
To be effective in the short term, it is important to extract questions from the question database that are adapted to 
the individual student’s ability. For this reason, it is necessary to set both the difficulties of all questions and 
students’ individual understanding status appropriately. In general, the difficulty of a calculation question depends 
on the complexity of the solution, that is, the number of formulas and the order of applying them to find the correct 
answer (we call this “calculation knowledge” in this paper). However, the authors have confirmed that the accuracy 
rate for a calculation question may change according to the representation of the question, even if the solution 
requires the same calculation formula. For example, for a speed calculation, the accuracy rate of a question 
represented as “speed per minute” is lower than that when represented as “speed per hour”. In other words, it seems 
that the difficulty of the question represented as “speed per minute” is higher than that represented as “speed per 
hour.” Therefore, it may be effective to offer a question represented as “speed per hour” to a student who cannot 
solve a question offered as “speed per minute”. On the contrary, offering a question represented as “speed per 
minute” to a student who can solve the question when represented as “speed per hour” may be effective for checking 
the depth of the student’s understanding. 
If we adopt this questioning strategy, it should be possible to realize a calculation question training system that 
adapts to the student’s ability. In this paper, we discuss the relationship between the representations of calculation 
questions and their difficulty, and the strategy for offering questions based on this relationship. 
 
2. The aim of the study 
Many systems characterized by offering questions according to the student’s ability have been considered for 
many years. For example, methods for extracting questions or lessons adapted to student’s ability from a database 
that stores many questions or lessons were proposed [2-4]. In addition, other methods that generate adaptive question 
automatically were proposed [5-10]. Our approach is similar to the former approach. We have been developing a 
calculation question training system that features extraction of questions adapted to the student’s ability from a 
database that stores the many questions used in an employment test named SPI that is widely used in Japan[11]. 
Item response theory (IRT) is a widely known method to offer adaptive questions to the student. SPI adopts IRT 
to offer questions. However, to set the difficulty of each question, many sample answers by students are required. In 
addition, to apply IRT, it is necessary to satisfy the local independence assumption that answering a certain question 
correctly must not affect the probability of answering other questions correctly. Thus, it is necessary to execute a 
very large numbers of tests to set the difficulty of all the questions in the database. This may become a major 
bottleneck in developing a question training system. 
In this paper, we assume that the difficulty of the question depends on the representation of the question and set 
the difficulty of the question accordingly. Then we discuss a method to define the relationship between the 
representation of a question and its difficulty. Students must tackle many study units to pass “SPI”, such as “speed 
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3. Questions in the experiment 
Table 1 shows all the questions used in the experiment described in Section 4.  
 
(speed) × (time) = (distance) 
 
All questions can be solved using the calculation formula above and applying a unit conversion for distance or 
time. The question representations in Table 1 are described as follows. 
 
Type 1: base (No. 1-1): 
This is the most typical type of question. It can be solved simply by multiplying speed and time. 
 
Type 2: unit representation (No. 1-2, 2-1): 
In this type of question, a different unit representation of speed is used, such as “XX km/h” instead of “XX km 
per hour”. 
 
Type 3: unit conversion (No. 1-3, 2-3, 3-2): 
This type of question can be solved by converting the units of length (km, m) or time (hour, minute, second). 
 
Type 4: speed per minute (No. 3-1), speed per second (No. 2-2): 
This type of question includes speed as “speed per minute” or “speed per second” instead of “speed per hour”. 
We consider that this type of question is more difficult for students because these types of expressions are not used 
frequently in everyday life. 
 
Type 5: position of unknown quantity in the sentence of the question (No. 1-4, 2-4): 
In this type of question, the unknown quantity is expressed at the beginning of the question sentence. Riley et al., 
in an experiment with elementary school students, confirmed that the difficulty of such a question is higher than that 
of a question in which the unknown quantity is expressed at the end of the question sentence. 
 
Type 6: fraction (No. 1-5, 3-3) or decimal (No. 2-5, 3-4): 
In this type of question, the numerical parameters and the correct value are not integral but fractional or decimal. 
Such questions are more difficult for most students. In addition, it is thought that some students suspect that their 
answers are incorrect because they do not obtain integral answers. 
 
Type 7: arbitrary constant (No. 1-6, 2-6): 
In this type of question, the parameters are not numbers but arbitrary constants. 
 
Type 8: unnecessary parameters (No. 1-7, 3-5): 
This type of question contains unnecessary parameters that are not used to find the correct answer. It is thought 
that some students think all parameters in the question sentence must be used to find the correct answer. 
 
Type 9: unusual values (No. 2-7): 
In this type of question, the correct answer is difficult to select because the answer is not a usual value. In the 
sample question in this paper, it is thought that some students do not select the correct answer “6 kilometers per 
hour” because “speed of car” is the value to be found. 
 
Type 10: complicated (No. 1-8, 2-8, 3-6): 
In this type of question, deep consideration such as the sum of the speed of two cars is required, although basically 
the same calculation knowledge is used to find the correct answer. 
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Type 11: same question (No. 3-7): 
This is the same question as Type 1 except for the value of parameters. It is thought that the student will use a 
different solution if two of the same questions are put at the top of the test (Type 1) and at the end of the test (Type 
11), even though they use the same solutions to find the correct answer. 
 
Table 1. Questions used in the test 
No. Type Question Sentence 
1-1 Base If a car runs at a speed of 40 km per hour for 3 hours, how many km does it travel? 
1-2 Unit 
representation 
If a car runs at a speed of 50 km/h for 3 hours, how many km does it travel? 
1-3 Unit conversion If a car runs at a speed of 60 km per hour for 40 minutes, how many km does it travel? 
1-4 Position of 
unknown quantity 
If (     ) km per hour is the speed of walking, a man travels 12 km in 3 hours. 
1-5 Fraction If a man walks at a speed of 10/3 km per hour for 4 hours, how many km does he travel? 
1-6 Arbitrary constant If a man walks at a speed of a km per hour for 3 hours, how many km does he travel? 
1-7 Unnecessary 
parameter 
A slope rises 5 m per 100 m. If a man walks at a speed of 4 km per hour for 3 hours on the 
slope, how many km does he travel? 
1-8 Complicated Points P and Q are located 100 m apart. Mr. A started to walk from point P toward point Q 
at the speed of 40 m per minute. At the same time, Mr. B started to walk from point Q 
toward point P at the speed of 10 m per minute. How many minutes will they meet after the 
time they started? 
2-1 Unit 
representation 
If a car runs at a speed of 70 km per hour for 40 minutes (*), how many km does it travel?  
(*: different way of expression from No.1-1 in Japanese) 
2-2 Speed per second If a car runs at a speed of 30 m per second for 20 seconds, how many m does it travel? 
2-3 Unit conversion If a car runs at a speed of 2 km per minute for 2 hours, how many km does it travel? 
2-4 Position of  
unknown quantity 
If a man walks at the speed of 4 km per hour for (    ) hours, he travels 12 km. 
2-5 Decimal If a man walks at a speed of 4.5 km per hour for 3 hours, how many km does he travel? 
2-6 Arbitrary constant If a man walks at the speed of a km per hour for (    ) hours, he travels b km. 
2-7 Unusual value A car ran for 180 minutes and traveled 18000 m. What is the speed of the car in km per 
hour? 
(1) 6 km per hour (2) 40 km per hour (3) 60 km per hour (4) 100 km per hour 
2-8 Complicated Mr. A went to school at the speed of 80 m per minute. After 10 minutes, his mother started 
to chase Mr. A by bike at the speed of 280 m per minute. How many minutes will his 
mother take to catch up with him after the time she started? 
3-1 Speed per minute If a car runs at a speed of 1 km per minute for 30 minutes, how many km does it travel? 
3-2 Unit conversion If a car runs at a speed of 60 km per hour for 5 minutes, how many m does it travel? 
3-3 Fraction If a man walks at a speed of 10/3 km per hour for 5/6 hours, how many km does he travel? 
3-4 Decimal If a man walks at a speed of 4.5 km per hour for 3.5 hours, how many km does he travel? 
3-5 Unnecessary 
parameter 
If a car runs at a speed of 40 km per hour for 3 hours around a pond with radius 1 km, how 
many km does it travel? 
3-6 Complicated It takes a man 4 hours and 30 minutes to go and return between points P and Q. If the man 
goes out at the speed of 5 km per hour and returns at the speed of 4 km per hour, how many 
km is the distance between points P and Q? 
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4. Method 
We now explain how to execute the experimental test, which consists of the questions in Table 1. 
All the questions shown in Table 1 were divided into three groups and the experimental test was executed three 
times because there were too many questions for the students to solve in just one test. The question numbers in Table 
1 consist of two numbers connected with a hyphen. The first number is the number of the test and the second number 
is the question number in the test. 
The experimental test was performed with university students. One hundred and four students took the test at least 
once; 81 took the first test, 67 took the second test, and 76 took the third test. The questions were written in the test 
papers, and the students wrote their answers directly on the papers. They were required to write not only the final 
answer but also the process of computation, with figures and tables as required. The time to solve the questions was 
not limited. 
 
5. Results and discussion 
First, we marked all of the students’ answers by checking whether the values of final answers were correct or 
incorrect. There were some obvious miscalculations in the processes, but we did not consider simple mistakes. 
Next, we extracted all combinations of two questions from all the questions in the test and compared their correct 
or incorrect status. Part of the results are shown in Table 2. A total of 253 combinations were obtained in Table 2 
because there were 23 questions (23*22/2). All items in Table 2 are shown as percentages because different numbers 
of students took the three tests. In the table, “Both correct” is the percentage of students who answered both question 
A and question B correctly. Similarly, “Only A correct” is the percentage of the students who answered only 
question A correctly, “Only B correct” is the percentage of the students who answered only question B correctly, and 
“Neither correct” is the percentage of the students who answered neither question A nor question B correctly. 
 










1-1 1-2 93.8% 0.0% 1.2% 4.9% 
1-1 1-3 69.1% 24.7% 0.0% 6.2% 
1-1 1-4 93.8% 0.0% 2.5% 3.7% 
1-1 1-5 55.6% 38.3% 2.5% 3.7% 
1-1 1-6 79.0% 14.8% 4.9% 1.2% 
1-1 1-7 30.9% 63.0% 0.0% 6.2% 
1-1 1-8 61.7% 32.1% 1.2% 4.9% 
1-1 2-1 88.3% 3.3% 8.3% 0.0% 
1-1 2-2 83.3% 8.3% 6.7% 1.7% 
1-1 2-3 76.7% 15.0% 6.7% 1.7% 
1-1 2-4 90.0% 1.7% 8.3% 0.0% 
1-1 2-5 81.7% 10.0% 3.3% 5.0% 
1-1 2-6 51.7% 40.0% 3.3% 5.0% 
1-1 2-7 58.3% 33.3% 1.7% 6.7% 
1-1 2-8 53.3% 38.3% 3.3% 5.0% 
1-1 3-1 82.4% 11.8% 5.9% 0.0% 
1-1 3-2 54.4% 39.7% 4.4% 1.5% 
1-1 3-3 63.2% 30.9% 1.5% 4.4% 
1-1 3-4 72.1% 22.1% 1.5% 4.4% 
1-1 3-5 63.2% 30.9% 2.9% 2.9% 
1-1 3-6 26.5% 67.6% 0.0% 5.9% 
1-1 3-7 77.9% 16.2% 5.9% 0.0% 
Ă Ă Ă Ă Ă Ă 
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For example, the first record in Table 2 is explained as follows, 
 
x 93.8% of the students answered both question 1-1 and question 1-2 correctly 
x 0% of the students answered only question 1-1 correctly 
x 1.2% of the students answered only question 1-2 correctly 
x 4.9% of the students answered neither question 1-1 nor question 1-2 correctly 
 
We compared the magnitudes of the difficulty between two questions of each record in Table 2 and divided the 
questions into three groups as follows. 
 
a) The two questions are equally difficult 
 
The relationship of questions 1-1 and 1-2 shows that 98.8% of students answered both questions correctly or 
incorrectly. The difference between question 1-1 and question 1-2 is the description of the speed (“50 km per hour” 
and “50 km/h”). This result shows that such description does not affect the correctness of the results. In other words, 
questions 1-1 and 1-2 are equally difficult. Since there are few cases in which the students answer only one of these 
two questions correctly, it is assumed that the difficulties of the two questions are equal. Therefore, it is unnecessary 
to offer question 1-2 to students who answered question 1-1 correctly. In addition, there is no point in offering 
question 1-2 to students who did not answer question 1-1 correctly. 
It is assumed that the difficulties of question A and B are equal if the proportion of students who answered both 
questions correctly and who did not answer either one correctly exceeds 95% of all students. 
 
b) One question is more difficult higher than the other 
 
The relationship of question 1-1 and question 1-3 shows that 24.7% of all students answered question 1-1 
correctly but did not answer question 1-3 correctly. However, all students who answered question 1-3 correctly also 
answered question 1-1 correctly. It is assumed that question 1-3 is more difficult than question 1-1 because question 
1-3 required an additional unit conversion. In other words, students who did not answer question 1-1 correctly could 
not be expected to solve question 1-3. In addition, students who answered question 1-3 correctly need not be asked 
to solve question 1-1. 
It is assumed that question A is more difficult than question B if both of the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
x The difficulty of the two questions is unequal. 
x The number of students who answered question B correctly but did not answer question A correctly exceeds 
by a factor of at least five the number of students who answered question A correctly but did not answer 
question B correctly. 
 
c) Not clear 
 
It is assumed that the relationship of the difficulty of two questions is not clear if the status is neither a) nor b) 
above. 
 
Table 3 shows the result of classification for all of the records in Table 2. The marks in the table indicate the 
following. 
 
x “=”: The difficulties of the two questions are equal. 
x “<”: The difficulty of the question with the number located at the left is lower than that of the question with 
the number located at the top. For example, the difficulty of question 1-1 is lower than that of question 1-3. 
x “>”: The difficulty of the question with the number located at the left is higher than that of the question with 
the number located at the top. For example, the difficulty of question 1-3 is higher than that of question 1-1. 
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x No mark: not clear 
 
Table 3. The relationships of difficulty for all combinations of two questions 
 
 
In addition, we attempted to set the order of difficulty for all questions in Table 3 recursively. For example, the 
following three relationships were obtained from Table 3: 
 
(question 1-2) < (question 2-5) 
(question 2-5) < (question 1-3) 
(question 1-3) < (question 1-7) 
 
The following formula is obtained from these three formulas: 
 
(question 1-2) < (question 2-5) < (question 1-3) < (question 1-7) 
 
   As a result of analyzing all combinations in Table 3 in the same way, four ranks of difficulty are obtained, as 
shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. The order of difficulty for all questions 
Difficulty Question no. 
4 1-7, 3-6 
1-5 
3 
1-3, 1-8, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 
3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 
2 1-6, 2-3, 2-5, 3-7 
2-2, 3-1 
1 1-1, 1-2, 1-4, 2-1, 2-4 
 
For questions 1-5, 2-2, and 3-1, each question has two possible difficulties; for example, the difficulty of question 
1-5 may be 3 or 4. 
In Table 4, the difficulty of two questions may be shown as equal even if they are not actually equal. For example, 
question 1-3 and 1-8 both have difficulty 3, although their relationship is shown as not clear in Table 3. In this paper, 
it is assumed that the difficulty of questions P and Q is equal if both the following relationships are satisfied. 
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(question A) < (question P) < (question B) 
(question A) < (question Q) < (question B) 
 
Next, we attempted to order the representations of questions by their difficulty using the following method. 
 
x The difficulty of questions 1-4 and 2-4 is 1. Their representations of questions are both “position of 
unknown quantity” in Table 1. Consequently, the difficulty of “position of unknown quantity” is 1. 
x Questions 1-6 and 2-6 are both representations of “arbitrary constant”. However, the difficulty of 1-6 is 2 
and that of 2-6 is 3. Consequently, the difficulty of “arbitrary constant” is 2-3. 
 
The results of applying this method are shown in Table 5. 
 









The difficulties of all questions in the database are defined by the difficulty of the representation of the question 
shown in Table 5. It is a constant value and it may not be changed while a student uses our calculation question 
training system. A student’s ability is defined by the difficulty of the questions that she/he answers correctly. The 
value is same as the difficulty of the question. For example, if she/he answers questions with difficulty 3 correctly, 
her/his ability is also set to 3. 
 
6. The strategy for offering questions 
We examined the relationship of the representations of questions and their difficulty in Section 5. Table 5 is 
useful for preparing tests to diagnose students’ ability by collecting easy questions and difficult ones appropriately. It 
is also useful for the training system when extracting from a question database appropriately to offer to the student 
who is learning with the system. 
Strictly speaking, the order of difficulty shown in Table 5 is only for the specific study unit “speed calculation”. 
However, it is assumed that the difficulty of specific representation of a question such as “fraction” does not depend 
on the kind of study units because the difficulty is caused by the features of “fraction” instead of the kind of study 
unit. 
We propose to develop the question training system based on the following concepts. 
 
(1) Question data for the calculation question training system 
 
We will create about 30 questions for each study unit. They include all the kinds of representations in Table 1. 
 
(2) Student data for the calculation question training system 
 
Two kinds of data, student’s ability and the history of answers, are used as student data by the system. 
The student’s ability is a variable represented by an integer from 1 to 5 similar to the difficulty. It is defined so 
that the student whose ability is n answers questions of difficulty n correctly with a probability exceeding a certain 
Difficulty Representations 
5 Unnecessary parameter, fraction, complicated 
4 Unusual value 
3 Arbitrary constant, decimal, unit conversion 
2 Speed per second, speed per minute 
1 Base, unit representation, position of unknown quantity 
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value (for example 60%). For example, if the student solves the questions with the representation of “speed per 
second” and “speed per minute”, her/his ability is 2. The ability is set by analyzing the student’s history of answers. 
The initial value of the ability is set to a certain value (for example 3). 
 
(3) Overview of algorithm for the calculation question training system 
 
a) The goal of training is that the student solves all the questions with the highest difficulty of representation 
correctly. Students finish the training of study unit when this is achieved, and the system recommends that the 
student advances to other study units. 
b) The system offers the student some questions having the same difficulty as the student’s ability. It tries to 
offer a variety of representations of questions. 
c) The system refers to the rate of correctness of the student’s latest answers, and it sets a new value of the 
student’s ability according to the rate of correctness. 
7. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, we confirmed that the difficulty of calculation questions changes with their representation by 
conducting an experimental test with university students. In addition, we discussed the strategy for offering 
questions for the calculation question training system. We are now examining this strategy and we will implement it. 
SPI contains many study units that can be solved with the abilities of higher classes of elementary school to lower 
classes of high school. There are also many exercise questions for each study unit. Thus, it is important for students 
to learn efficiently by not attempting to solve much easier or more difficult questions those matching their abilities. 
The goal of our research is to develop a calculation question training system to help students improve their 
fundamental math ability efficiently by themselves. If they acquire fundamental math ability before entering 
universities or during their first year of university, the university classes may be mastered smoothly. 
Our future work is as follows. 
 
(1) Development of questions in other study units and examination of representations of questions 
In this paper, we extracted 11 types of representations of questions based on our experience of analyzing SPI 
questions and tests in class. However, other types of representation may exist in other study units, so we will 
examine them through developing other questions in other study units. 
 
(2) Examination of the difficulty in case that the representations of two questions are equal 
Our research aims to develop a method that enables users to assign difficulties to all questions that have a variety 
of representations, even though they can be solved correctly using the same calculation formula. However, the 
difficulty of a question may change according to, for example, the value of a fraction, regardless of how the question 
may represent the fraction. We will examine this point through the phase of developing the system. 
 
(3) Examination of question strategies in detail 
We will develop a calculation question exercise system based on the question strategy discussed in this paper, and 
assess its effectiveness by testing it with university students. 
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